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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION III

Reports No. 50-282/84-18(DRP); 50-306/84-19(DRP)

Docket Nos. 50-282; 50-306 Licenses No. DPR-42; DPR-60

Licensee: Northern States Power Company
414 Nicollet Mall
Minneapolis, MN 55401

Facility Name: Prairie Island Nuclear Generat11g Plant

Inspection At: Prairie Island Site, Red Wing, MN

Inspection Conducted: December 9, 1984 through February 9, 1985

Inspectors: J. E. Hard
a

P. L. Hartmann

Approved By: I . Ja iw, Chief ,2-d/'8SI~
eactor rojects Section 28 Date

Inspection Summary

Inspection on December 9, 1984 through February 9, 1985 (Reports
No. 50-282/84-18(DRP); 50-306/84-19(DRP))
Areas Inspected: Routine, unannounced inspection by resident inspectors
of plant operational safety, maintenance, surveillance, refueling outage
inspection, offsite licensee officials, IE Bulletin and Licensee Event.
Reports. The inspection involved a total of 261 inspection hours by two
NRC inspectors including 30 hours onsite during off-shifts.
Results: Of the seven areas inspected, no items were identified in six areas.
One item of noncompliance was identified in one area, (failure to maintain
boric acid storage tank _ level) Paragraph 2.
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HDETAILS

,.
1. Persons Contacted

i

,- . *E.-Watzl, Plant Manager )
'

D. Mendele, Plant Superintendent, Engineering and Radiation i
IProtection
|

i *R. Lindsey, Plant Superintendent, Operations and Maintenance
*A. Hunstad, Staff Engineer
A. Smith, Senior-Scheduling Engineer
M.= Balk, Superintendent, Operations
D. Schuelke, Superintendent, Radiation Protection
J.. Nelson, Superintendent, Maintenance
J.'Hoffman, Superintendent, Technical Engineering

; .K. Albrecht,: Superintendent, Quality Engineering
M. Klee, Superintendent, Nuclear Engineering

; R. ' Conklin, Supervisor, Security and Services
.

i The inspectors interviewed other~1icensee employees, including
members of the technical and engineering staffs, shift supervisors,
reactor and auxiliary operators, QA personnel, and Shift Technical

] ' Advisors.

* Denotes those present at the exit interview. '

2. Operational Safety Verification

Unit 1 began a ten year inservice. inspection and refueling outage
January 12, 1984. Unit 2 operated at near full power the majority
of the inspection ^ period.

i
The inspector observed. control room operations, reviewed applicable1-

logs, conducted discussions with control room operators, and observed
shift turnovers. The' inspector verified operability (,f selected
emergency systems, reviewed equipment control records, and verified

1 the proper return to service of affected components. Tours'of the
containment, auxiliary building, turbine building and external areas
of_the' plant were conducted to observe plant equipment; conditions,
including potential fire hazards, and to verify that maintenance
work requests had been initiated for equipment in need of maintenance.

The inspector performed a complete walkdown of the D-1 and.D-2 diesel
generator and support systems. .0bservations included confirmation of
selected portions of the licensee's procedures, checklists, plant;

~

a drawings, verification of.. correct valve and. power supply breaker
~

i

positions to' insure that plant equipment and instrumentation are )
properly aligned, and review of. control room and local system indication '

4

to insure proper operation within prescribed limits,
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On December 18, 1984, with' Unit 1 at 92% and Unit 2.at 100% power'
,

the inspector discovered the 121-and 122 toxic gas monitor sample !
* - pumps.were not operating. - Shortly thereafter, the licensee started I

both pumps. On December 19, 1984, the 121 sample pump was found not |,
.

F running and was restarted. On December 19, 1984, the 121 sample pump
was found not running again. A work request was issued to determine.

i the cause of the pump. trips. The site electricians found the thermal
i overload ratings.were near operating conditions. Higher rated overloads

were installed to prevent spurious trips.
~

.,

The licensee by letter dated July 9, 1984, withdrew the technical
,

,
specification change request related to the' toxic gaseous detection
system. In response, by letter dated September 12, 1984, NRR requested'

- the licensee to " maintain the toxic gaseous detection systems in an
4

operable' condition until we have completed our evaluation of your
t submittal".
1

On December 18, 1984, the.. inspector discovered the 121 and 122 toxic
gaseous' detection system inoperable. The resolution to'the submitted
technical specification regarding' toxic gaseous monitors is an open

~

1- - item (50-282/84-18-01; 50-306/84-19-01(DRP)).

- At 4:00 a.m.-on January 12,-1985, with Unit 1~at hot shutdown and
preparing for cooldown for refueling, the boric acid tank -level
dropped below 2000 gallons, the minimum permitted by technical
specifications for the RCS conditions existent at that time.'

(The RCS was at the required boron concentration for cold shutdown
~

|. at that time.) -More acid was promptly added to the tank to bring
the level above 2000 gallons,-and boration of.the RCS resumed.'

At 9:00 a.m. the RCS had been borated to the required concentration
for refueling shutdown but, again, the boric acid tank' level dropped
below 2000 gallons.

Technical Specification 3.2C states in part, "...the reactor
in the second unit shall not be made or maintained critical
nor shall it be heated or maintained above 200*F with the
reactor in the'other. unit'already critical unless'the following
conditions are satisfied.'

. 3 .- At least two boric acid tanks shall contain a-minimum -
of 2000 gallons ...".

In the instances described above, the RCS temperature was more than
|

i. 200*F at'the. time the' level in one of the two boric acid tanks in.
use dropped below 2000 gallons, so through a technicality, violations-

4' - of. technical-specifications occurred. -However, since the RCS was
i

properly | borated at. both . times . the tank level went~ below 2000 gallons,
j and since the purpose of the 2000 gallon minimum is to assure that

there is adequate boric acid available for proper boration, there
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can be no safety significance attached to these events. Rewording
of Technical Specifications will be required to assure-that the
requirement is consistent with its basis. Licensee is considering
the pursuit of such a change. These events are considered to be in
noncompliance with Technical Specification 3.2 as delineated in the
Appendix (50-282/84-18-02).

On January-18,~ 1985 at 2:20 p.m. with Unit 1 in refueling shutdown
conditions, an inadvertent actuation of Hi Containment Pressure SI
occurred. This was caused by accidental removal of a rack-mounted
bistable which had been installed to block automatic SI during control
room modification work.- There were no serious consequences to the
inadvertent actuation. Prompt corrective action was taken to prevent
recurrence.

At 9:05 p.m. on February 6,1985, with Unit 1 in its ten year outage
and Unit 2 at full power, voltage was momentarily lost to Emergency
Safeguards Features (ESF) buses 15, 16 and 26. Both diesel generatois
started, D-1 supplying ESF buses 15 and 26. ESF bus 16 was alternately
supplied by a bus tie breaker from ESF bus 25.

'

,

The cause'of the momentary undervoltage was that during restoration
of transformer 1R, a voltage relay improperly sensed a voltage spiks
on the 161 KV grid, locking out its supply, the 10 bank transformer.
This interrupted power to the cooling tower transformers, which wers
supplying ESF buses 15, 16 and 26.

The licensee is investigating corrective action for relay misoperation.

Refueling activities were stopped at the time of the electrical
disruption, and were resumed when the electrical distribution was
returned to normal.

No operator action was required to restore equipment. All systems
responded as designed.

No other items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.
I

3. Maintenance

a. Maintenance Observation

Station maintenance activities on safety-related systems and ,

components listed below were observed / reviewed to ascertain '

that they were conducted in accordance with approved procedures,
regulatory guides and industry codes or standards and in
conformance with Technical-Specifications.

.
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F The-following items were considered during this review: the
limiting conditions for operation were met while components.

or systems were removed from. service, approvals were obtained' -

prior to. initiating the work,' activities were accomplished using

i. approved procedures and were inspected as applicable, functional
testing and/or calibrations were performed prior to returning

} ! components or systems to service, quality' control records were
} maintained, activities were accomplished by qualified personnel,
4 . radiological controls were implemented, and fire prevention

. controls were implemented.
;

Work requests were reviewed to determine status of outstar. ding ?

jobs and to assure that priority is assigned to : safety-related
; equipment maintenance which may affect system performance.
: e

i Portions of the following maintenance activities were
observed / reviewed during the inspection report.'

.

t -Toxic gas monitorisample pump electrical repair
j -RHR pump discharge pressure loop calibration
f -11 Battery-replacement
1

| b. Regional Request

i
By. request of Region III management, the inspector. reviewed the4

; licensee policy regarding seal table maintenance activities.

} ,The inspector noted refueling procedure D67, Incore Instrumental
! Refueling / Maintenance Operations, Section 2, Precaution 3 states,

"The seal table High' Pressure Fittings are an.RCS
i pressure boundary. They_should not be disconnected

without the RCS depressurized-and drained to the
i

vessel flange."

;- Additionally the inspector discussed these type activities with the
' Superintendent of Nuclear Engineering. He stated that no maintenance
; activities involving the high pressure seals for incore instrumental
! 'are allowed at pressure.
f

j .NoLitems of noncompliance or' deviations were identified.
:

| 4. Surveillance
,

L .The inspector witnessed portions of surveillance testing of safety -
related systems and components. The inspection included verifying'

.that-the tests were scheduled and performed within Technical
Specification requirements, observing that procedures were being
followed by qualified. operators, that Limiting' Conditions for

1 . Operations (LCOs) were not that system and equipment restoration
j was completed, and that test results were acceptable to test and
j Technical Specification requirements.

-

!

!
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Portions of the following surveillances were observed / reviewed:

-Safeguards logic test
-Containment evacuation test
-Safety injection line test
-Diesel generator manual and automatic restoration scheme test

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

5. Refueling Outage Inspection

a. Refuleing Activities

Prior to the handling of fuel in the core the inspector verified
that all testing required by the technical specifications and
licensee procedures have been completed. During fuel movement,
the inspector verified that core monitoring, boron concentration,
refueling canal water level, and containment integrity were
maintained as required by technical specifications and licensee
procedures.

The inspector witnessed refueling operations during one shift
observing: proper use of approved refueling and fuel shuffle
procedurer, adequate shift manning in the control room and at
the refueling platform. The inspector observed proper radiation
controls, good housekeeping and protection against foreign objects
falling into the reactor in the refueling area.

b. Modification and Design Change Work

The inspector observed portions of the following modification
and design change activities on Unit 1:

-Boric acid line replacement
-Control board modification
-Reactor Vessel Level' Indication System (RVLIS) installation
-Steam supply isolation valve relocation for 11 auxiliary

pump

The following items were considered during this review: The
limiting conditions for operation were met while components or
systems were removed from service, approvals were obtained prior
to initiating the work, activities were accomplished using approved
procedures and were inspected as applicable, quality control records
were maintained, radiological controls were implemented, fire
prevention controls were impicmented, and work was conducted in,

accordance with approved fiald drawings.

The inspector attended Operations Committee meetings to follow
planning of preoperational testing of these systems.

A
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No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

6. Meetings With Offsite Licensee Officials

a. Meeting with Delian Corporation

On January 10, 1985 the inspector met with J. French of the,

Delian Corporation of San Diego, California to discuss Prairie
Island operations and management. Delian is conducting a
management audit for the licensee.

b. Meetings with Licensee Management

On December 18, 1984 the inspector met separately with Messrs.
D. Gilberts, D. Larson, and P. Kamman of the NSP corporate offices
to discuss plant operation, the quality assurance program, and
organizational matters.

On February 1, 1985 the inspector met with the newly appointed
President of NSP, Bruce Richard, to discuss the upcoming SALP
meeting schedule and other regulatory matters.

On February 8,1985 the inspector met with C. Larson, K. Albrecht,
and D. Musolf of the NSP corporate offices to discuss general
regulatory items.

7. IE Bulletin Followup
'

For the IE Bulletins listed below the inspector verified that the
; written response was within the time period stated in the bulletin,

that the written response included the information required to be
reported.,that the written response included. adequate corrective
action commitments based on information presentation in the bulletin
and the licensee's response, that licensee management forwarded copies
of the written response to the appropriate onsite management represent-
atives, that information discussed in the licensee's written response
was accurate, and that corrective action taken by the licensee was
as described in the written response.

~

(Closed) IE Bulletin 84-02 Failures of General Electric Type HFA
Relays

8. Licensee Event Reports Followup

Though direct observations, discussions with licensee personnel.
and review of records, the following event reports were reviewed
to determine that reportability requirements were fulfilled,
immediate corrective action was accomplished, and corrective action
to prevent recurrence had been accomplished in accordance with
technical specifications.

,

(Closed) PRO-83-29 Inoperability of Bus Tie Breaker
(Closed) PRE-2-84-3 Caustic Standpipe Level Out of Specification
(0 pen) PRE-1-85-3 Inadvertent Valving Out Component Cooling Heat

Exchanger

7
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Valving errors which caused the unplanned inoperability of a
component cooling heat exchanger occurred on separate occasions
on December 28,.1984 and January 7, 1985. The licensee opted to
voluntarily report the second instance and to request a special
investigation of both instances by out-of plant personnel. This
investigation showed that human error was the direct cause of both. ;

Followup on specific. recommendations will be reported later.

9. Open Items -

Open items are matters which have'been discussed with the licensee,
which will be reviewed further by the inspector, and which involve

j some action on the part of the NRC or licensee or both. An open
| item disclosed during the inspection is discussed in Paragraph 2.

10. Exit Interview

The inspector met with-licensee representatives denoted in Paragraph 1
at the conclusion of the inspection on February 13, 1985. The inspector
discussed; the purpose and scope of the inspection and the findings,

,

status of licensee efforts developing motherhood statements in technical !

specifications, and management response to recent personnel errors. |

The inspector also discussed the likely informational content of the
inspection report with regard to documents or processes reviewed by

j the inspector during the inspection. The licensee did not identify any
! documents / processes as proprietary.
|

!
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